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ABSTRACT

A standard sample (72) that is a nanometer standard prototype, having a standard length that serves as a length reference, includes a SiC layer in which a step-terrace structure is
formed. The height of a step, used as the standard length, is
equal to the height of a full unit that corresponds to one
periodic of a stack of SiC molecules in a stack direction or
equal to the height of a half unit that corresponds to one-half
periodic of the stack of SiC molecules in the stack direction.
In a microscope such as an STM to be measured in a hightemperature vacuum environment, heating in a vacuum furnace enables surface reconstruction with ordered atomic
arrangement, while removing a natural oxide film from the
surface, so that accuracy of the height of the step is not
degraded. Accordingly, a standard sample usable under a
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high-temperature vacuum is achieved.
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NANOMETER STANDARD PROTOTYPE AND
METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING
NANOMETER STANDARD PROTOTYPE
TECHNICAL FIELD
[0001] The present invention relates mainly to a nanometer
standard prototype having a standard length that serves as a
length reference.
BACKGROUND ART
[0002] Known as one example of the nanometer standard
prototype is a standard sample for calibrating the accuracy of
an atomic force microscope (AFM), a scanning tunneling
microscope (STM), and the like. The AFM and the STM are
used for, for example, measuring a structure of the order of
nanometers. Therefore, a standard sample used for the calibration needs to have a standard length (such as the height of
a step) with an extremely high accuracy. Particularly in recent
years, it is demanded that a semiconductor crystal surface, or
the like, be accurately observed and measured in a minute
area of the order of nanometers. Thus, a high accuracy of
calibration of the order of Angstroms or less is required when
theAFM or the STM is calibrated by using a standard sample.
Non-Patent Document 1 and Patent Documents 1 to 3 disclose this type of standard sample or a method for manufacturing the standard sample.
[0003] A standard sample disclosed in the Non-Patent
Document 1 is a silicon step substrate having a single-step
structure on a main surface thereof. It is manufactured such
that the step has a height (0.31 nm) corresponding to two
silicon atomic layers. The silicon step substrate having such a
single-step structure on the main surface thereof is manufactured from a single crystal silicon substrate through the following method.
[0004] Firstly, a single crystal silicon substrate whose main
surface includes a surface that is slightly inclined from a (111)
plane toward the [ 11-2] direction is cut out into an appropriate
size. Then, this substrate is subjected to a proper treatment,
and then put into a vacuum chamber in which degassing is
performed. After the degassing is performed sufficiently so
that an ultrahigh vacuum atmosphere (about less than 6.5x
10- Pa) is produced, heating up to 1100 to 1200° C. is
performed and this state is maintained for about 10 minutes.
Then, rapid cooling down to room temperature is performed,
and the vacuum chamber is purged with dry nitrogen. Under
such a condition, the substrate is taken out. In this manner, a
silicon step substrate having a single-step structure on a main
surface thereof can be manufactured.
[0005] A standard sample disclosed in the Patent Document 1 is manufactured from a silicon wafer through the
following method. The silicon wafer is smoothed sufficiently,
and then a thermal oxide layer is grown. A pattern mask is
made through a photolithography process, and then an etching process is performed. At this time, using an etching agent
having an extremely low etching rate improves the accuracy
of estimate of the etching rate, which enables the amount of
etching to be set to a predetermined value. The pattern mask
is removed, and thereby a pattern step with a high accuracy
can be formed.
[0006] A standard sample disclosed in the Patent Document 2 is manufactured from a single crystal sapphire substrate including, in a main surface thereof, a surface with a
(0001) plane or with a plane having an off angle of 10 degrees

or less from a (0001) plane, through the following method.
Appropriate polishing is performed on the single crystal sapphire substrate, and then a plurality of recesses are formed in
the main surface of the substrate. The single crystal sapphire
substrate having the recesses formed thereon is subjected to a
heat treatment in the atmosphere. As a result, a step-terrace
structure concentrically centered to the bottom ofthe recess is
obtained. The height of one of the step is 0.22 nm. In the
above-described manner, a sapphire substrate having steps
with a high accuracy can be manufactured.
[0007] A method for manufacturing a standard sample disclosed in the Patent Document 3 is a method that enables the
recesses, which are formed through the method disclosed in
the Patent Document 2, to be formed accurately. In this
method, an indenter made of a material harder than sapphire
is pressed against a sapphire substrate, so that recesses are
formed. The size and depth of the recess is adjustable in
accordance with a load used to press the indenter.
PRIOR-ART DOCUMENTS
Patent Documents
[0008] Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent Application
Laid-Open No. 1993-196559
[0009] Patent Document 2: Japanese Patent Application
Laid-Open No. 2006-284316
[0010] Patent Document 3: Japanese Patent Application
Laid-Open No. 2006-327876
Non-Patent Documents
[0011] Non-Patent Document 1: Japan Electronics and
Information Technology Industries Association (JEITA)
Standards "Height calibration in 1 nm order for AFM" pp.
3-5, July 2002
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
Problems to be Solved by the Invention
[0012] Meanwhile, calibration of the AFM using the standard sample is normally performed in the atmosphere. However, the standard samples disclosed in the Non-Patent Document 1 and the Patent Document 1 include silicon, and
therefore an oxide film is generated on a surface thereof upon
contact with the atmosphere. The oxide film generated on the
surface reduces the accuracy ofthe height ofthe step. Thus, in
the standard samples of the Non-Patent Document 1 and the
Patent Document 1, the accuracy decreases over time. This is
why a standard sample including silicon has an effective
service lifetime of about six months, which is a very short
lifetime. Additionally, it is impossible that a standard sample
including silicon is regenerated as a standard sample after the
effective service lifetime, because appropriately removing
only an oxide film attached to a surface is difficult. Therefore,
a standard sample that is able to maintain its accuracy for a
long time when used in the atmosphere has been demanded.
[0013] Since the STM measures the shape of a sample
based on a tunneling current flowing between a probe and a
sample surface, it is essential that a standard sample for calibration the STM has conductive properties. Therefore, an
oxide film provided on a surface of the standard sample,
which can work as an insulating film, needs to be removed
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before the calibration of the STM is performed. This is why it
is desirable that the oxide film of the standard sample is easy
to remove.
[0014] In a case where a standard sample from which an
oxide film is removed is arranged in a vacuum, a surface of the
sample is unstable because nothing protects the standard
sample. As a result, a situation occurs where, for example,
atoms existing on the surface of the standard sample are
bonded to cause a surface reconstruction, so that the state is
shifted to a stable state. Occurrence of the surface reconstruction may sometimes result in a deterioration in the flatness of
a terrace, depending on a material. The deterioration in the
flatness of the terrace decreases the accuracy of the height of
a step, which deteriorates the accuracy of the standard
sample.
[0015] Under the above-described circumstances, it has
been demanded that a standard sample for calibration of the
STM is configured such that an oxide film is easy to remove
and the flatness of a terrace can be maintained even when a
surface reconstruction occurs.
[0016] The configurations disclosed in the Non-Patent
Document 1 and the Patent Documents Ito 3 have a limitation
in the flatness of a terrace, and the calibration of theAFM, the
STM, or the like, cannot be performed accurately. In this point
as well, room for improvement is left.
[0017] Moreover, in a standard sample used for calibration
of the height of the AFM, the STM, or the like, calibration
heights that are currently commercially available include the
smallest value, mainly 0.31 nm mentioned above, 8.0 nm in a
case of a quartz sample, and the like. However, a standard
sample that is able to provide a calibration value in the range
therebetween (0.31 to 8.0 nm) has not existed. For correctly
evaluating an object by using the AFM, it is necessary to
measure a standard sample in at least two points with different
values and thereby examine linear characteristics of an evaluation apparatus relative to the measured values. Accordingly,
in order to measure a height difference of the order of nanometers, a standard sample that is able to provide a plurality of
absolute values in the range from 0.31 nm to 8.0 nm with
sufficient reliability has been demanded.
[0018] The present invention has been made in view of the
circumstances described above, and a primary object of the
present invention is to provide a nanometer standard prototype that is usable in the atmosphere or in a vacuum and that
is able to calibrate a measuring instrument with a high accuracy.
Means for Solving the Problems and Effects Thereof
[0019] Problems to be solved by the present invention areas
described above, and next, means for solving the problems
and effects thereof will be described.
[0020] Ina first aspect of the present invention, a nanometer
standard prototype having the following configuration is provided. The nanometer standard prototype has a standard
length that serves as a length reference. The nanometer standard prototype comprises a substrate that includes a single
crystal SiC layer in which a step-terrace structure is formed.
The height of a step formed in the SiC layer is equal to the
height of a full unit that corresponds to one periodic of a stack
of single crystal SiC molecules in a stack direction or equal to
the height of a half unit that corresponds to one-half periodic
of the stack of single crystal SiC molecules in the stack
direction. The height of the step is used as the standard length.

[0021] Since SiC is used as a material, a nanometer standard prototype having an excellent heat resistance is
achieved. Besides, since SiC is less likely to react with a
substance contained in the atmosphere, a nanometer standard
prototype that is able to maintain the accuracy of the height of
the step for a long time is achieved.
[0022] The nanometer standard prototype is preferably
configured as follows. Firstly, an off angle is formed on a
(0001) Si face or a (000-1) C face of the SiC layer of 4H or 6H
polytype. Then, a heat treatment is performed on the substrate
under Si vapor pressure in a temperature range of 1500° C. or
more 2300°C. or less, to cause a surface of the substrate to be
vapor-etched and planarized to a molecular level and to form
a step corresponding to a full unit or half-unit cell height of a
single crystal SiC molecular periodic arrangement so that a
step-terrace structure that is in conformity with the off angle
is formed in the surface of the substrate.
[0023] Since a surface of a terrace is planarized to the
molecular level, a nanometer standard prototype having a
standard length with a high accuracy is achieved.
[0024] In the nanometer standard prototype, it is preferable
that the heat treatment for the formation of the step-terrace
structure is performed in a container made of tantalum metal
and including a tantalum carbide layer that is exposed in an
internal space of the container.
[0025] This enables the container to exert a carbon getter
function, and a high-purity Si atmosphere can be kept in the
container. Accordingly, the heat treatment can be performed
in a suitable environment.
[0026] In the nanometer standard prototype, it is preferable
that the SiC layer is made of 4H-SiC single crystal or 6H-SiC
single crystal.
[0027] Accordingly, four kinds of heights are obtained in
accordance with a required standard length. The four kinds of
heights are the height of a full unit of 4H-SiC single crystal,
the height of a half unit of 4H-SiC single crystal, the height of
a full unit of 6H-SiC single crystal, and the height of a half
unit of 6H-SiC single crystal. This provides flexible adaptation to a variety of applications.
[0028] In the nanometer standard prototype, it is preferable
that adjusting an off angle of a surface in which the stepterrace structure is formed allows formation of a terrace having any terrace width.
[0029] Accordingly, a nanometer standard prototype having a required terrace width can be manufactured. In a case of
calibrating a measuring instrument by using the nanometer
standard prototype, increasing the terrace width can result in
a relatively less influence of fine unevenness of a terrace
surface. Thus, the calibration can be performed more correctly.
[0030] The nanometer standard prototype is preferably
configured as follows. The surface of the substrate included in
the nanometer standard prototype is a (0001) Si face of the
SiC layer of 4H or 6H polytype. A heat treatment is performed
on the substrate under Si vapor pressure in a temperature
range of 1500° C. or more 2300° C. or less, to cause the
surface of the substrate to be vapor-etched and planarized to
a molecular level and to form a step-terrace structure in the
substrate. Each terrace has a surface configuration in which a
(v'3xv'3)-30° pattern or a (6v'3x6v'3)-30° pattern including a
single crystal SiC molecular arrangement structure is formed.
[0031] The surface configuration formed in the substrate
has a periodical pattern. Therefore, in the nanometer standard
prototype of the present invention, in a case of, for example,
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measuring a sample in a high-temperature vacuum environment by using a microscope, no influence is given on the
surface flatness of the substrate even though a natural oxide
film is removed from the surface of the SiC layer and a
reconstruction of the single crystal SiC molecule surface
occurs. Accordingly, a nanometer standard prototype that is
able to provide a standard length with a high accuracy even in
a high-temperature vacuum is achieved. Additionally, the
step-terrace structure is formed in a Si-surface. Therefore,
even when a natural oxide film is formed on the Si-surface,
the step-terrace structure can be maintained while the natural
oxide film is successfully removed. Thus, the reconstruction
of the single crystal SiC molecule surface can be caused.
[0032] The nanometer standard prototype is preferably
configured as follows. Even when the substrate is maintained
in the atmosphere so that a natural oxide film is formed on a
surface of the SiC layer, heating the substrate in a vacuum
state in a temperature range of 800° C. or more and 1400° C.
or less causes the natural oxide film to be removed from the
surface of the SiC layer and causes a reconstruction of the
single crystal SiC molecular arrangement formed on the surface of the SiC layer to occur so that the surface is reconstructed to have a (v'3xv'3)-30° pattern or a (v'6v'3x6v'3)-30°
pattern.
[0033] Accordingly, even when the substrate is maintained
in the atmosphere for a long time so that a natural oxide film
is formed on the surface, performing the heat treatment in the
above-described manner achieves a surface reconstruction
with detachment of the natural oxide film. Therefore, an
increased lifetime of the nanometer standard prototype is
achieved.
[0034] In the nanometer standard prototype, it is preferable
that a predetermined off angle is provided on the (0001) Si
face that is the surface of the substrate before planarization of
the SiC layer, so that a step-terrace structure is formed in the
surface of the substrate at a time of planarization of the SiC
layer.
[0035] Accordingly, making the nanometer standard prototype by using an off-substrate can ensure the formation of the
step-terrace structure.
[0036] In the nanometer standard prototype, it is preferable
that the substrate is a conductive substrate given a resistivity
of 0.3 Qcm or less by doping of an impurity.
[0037] Since conductive properties are given to the substrate, the nanometer standard prototype can be used for
calibration of a measuring instrument that detects the shape of
a sample by using a tunneling current. Since the oxide film
formed on the surface of the substrate is successfully removed
as described above, a deterioration in the conductive properties of the substrate can be prevented.
[0038] In the nanometer standard prototype, it is preferable
that the step-terrace structure is formed in both a Si-surface
and a C-surface of the substrate.
[0039] Accordingly, it is possible that for example, an Sisurface is used for an STM or the like that is to be measured
in a high-temperature vacuum environment while a C-surface
is used for an AFM or the like that is to be measured in a
normal-temperature atmospheric pressure environment.
Therefore, a multifunction nanometer standard prototype that
is flexibly adaptable to different measurement environments
is achieved.
[0040] It is preferable that the nanometer standard prototype is used as a standard sample for calibration of a measuring instrument.
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[0041] Accordingly, a standard sample that is able to calibrate a measuring instrument (for example, an AFM and an
STM) is achieved.
[0042] A second aspect of the present invention provides a
method for manufacturing a nanometer standard prototype
configured such that a step-terrace structure is formed on a
substrate whose surface includes a single crystal SiC layer,
the height of a step is equal to the height of a full unit that
corresponds to one full unit of a stack of single crystal SiC
molecules in a stack direction or equal to the height of a half
unit that corresponds to half-unit length of the stack of single
crystal SiC molecules in the stack direction, and the height of
the step is used as a standard length. The method for manufacturing the nanometer standard prototype includes an offangle providing step and a step-terrace structure formation
step. In the off-angle providing step, an off angle is provided
on a (0001) Si face or a (000-1) C face of a substrate surface
of the SiC layer of 4H or 6H polytype. In the step-terrace
structure formation step, a step-terrace structure that is in
conformity with the off angle is formed in the surface of the
substrate by performing a heat treatment on the substrate
under Si vapor pressure in a temperature range of 1500° C. or
more 2300° C. or less, to cause the surface of the substrate to
be vapor-etched and planarized to a molecular level and to
form a step corresponding to full unit or half-unit length of a
single crystal SiC molecular arrangement periodic.
[0043] Since SiC is used as a material, a nanometer standard prototype having an excellent heat resistance is
achieved. Besides, since SiC has characteristics of being less
likely to react with a substance contained in the atmosphere,
a nanometer standard prototype that is able to maintain the
accuracy of the height of the step for a long time is achieved.
[0044] A third aspect of the present invention provides a
method for manufacturing a nanometer standard prototype
configured such that a step-terrace structure is formed on a
substrate whose surface includes a single crystal SiC layer,
the height of a step is equal to the height of a full unit that
corresponds to one periodic of a stack of single crystal SiC
molecules in a stack direction or equal to the height of a half
unit that corresponds to half-unit length of the stack of single
crystal SiC molecules in the stack direction, and the height of
the step is used as a standard length. The method for manufacturing the nanometer standard prototype includes an offangle providing step, a step-terrace structure formation step,
and a surface reconstruction formation step. In the off-angle
providing step, an off angle is provided on a (0001) Si face
that is the surface of the substrate. In the step-terrace structure
formation step, a step-terrace structure that is in conformity
with the off angle is formed in the surface of the substrate by
performing a heat treatment on the substrate under Si vapor
pressure in a temperature range of 1500° C. or more 2300° C.
or less, to cause the surface of the substrate to be vapor-etched
and planarized to a molecular level and to form a step corresponding to one periodic or one-half periodic of a single
crystal SiC molecular arrangement. At this time, a surface
configuration having a (v'3xv'3)-30° pattern or a (6v'3x6v'3)30° pattern including a single crystal SiC molecular arrangement structure is formed in each terrace. Even when the
substrate is maintained in the atmosphere so that a natural
oxide film is formed on a surface of the SiC layer, heating the
substrate in a vacuum state in a temperature range of 800° C.
or more and 1400° C. or less causes the natural oxide film to
be removed from the surface of the SiC layer and causes a
reconstruction of the single crystal SiC molecular arrange-
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ment formed on the surface of the SiC layer to occur so that a
(V3xV3)-30 0 pattern or a (6V3x6V3)-300 pattern is formed.
[0045] Accordingly, even when the substrate is maintained
in the atmosphere for a long time so that a natural oxide film
is formed on the surface, performing the heat treatment in the
above-described manner achieves a surface reconstruction
with detachment of the natural oxide film. Therefore, an
increased lifetime of the nanometer standard prototype is
achieved.
[0046] In the method for manufacturing the nanometer
standard prototype, it is preferable that the nanometer standard prototype is used as a standard sample for calibration of
a measuring instrument.
[0047] Accordingly, a standard sample that is able to calibrate a measuring instrument (for example, an AFM and an
STM) is achieved.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0048] [FIG. 1] An explanatory diagram showing outline of
the measurement principle of an AFM.
[0049] [FIG. 2] An explanatory diagram showing outline of
the measurement principle of an STM.
[0050] [FIG. 3] An explanatory diagram showing two kinds
of measuring methods of an STM.
[0051] [FIG. 4] A schematic view showing a high-temperatare vacuum furnace for use in a heat treatment for manufacturing a standard sample.
[0052] [FIG. 5] A diagram of a cross-sectional structure
showing details of a main heating chamber and a preheating
chamber of the high-temperature vacuum furnace.
[0053] [FIG. 6] Photographs of an external appearance and
a cross-section of a crucible having a carbon getter effect.
[0054] [FIG. 7] A schematic view for explanation of the
carbon getter effect.
[0055] [FIG. 8] A conceptual diagram showing a process
for manufacturing a standard sample for calibration of an
AFM.
[0056] (a) A schematic cross-sectional view of a substrate
in which a surface of a single crystal SiC substrate is mechanically polished to have a predetermined off angle.
[0057] (b) A schematic cross-sectional view in which the
surface of the substrate is planarized to a molecular level by
vapor etching.
[0058] (c) A schematic cross-sectional view showing a
step-terrace structure that is formed in conformity with the off
angle of the surface of the substrate.
[0059] [FIG. 9] A schematic view showing a situation
where the single crystal SiC substrate is heated.
[0060] [FIG. 10] A graph showing the relationship between
the surface roughness of a substrate and the processing temperature in a process for planarizing a surface of the substrate
in the vapor annealing step, with respect to a (0001) plane and
a (000-1) just plane of a single crystal SiC substrate that is
mechanically polished.
[0061] [FIG. 11] A measured example of the height of a
step corresponding to full unit and half-unit length of a SiC
molecular arrangement periodic, which is obtained through a
vapor annealing process performed on a (0001) Si face of a
single crystal SiC substrate; and an example of an AFM
magnified photograph of the surface.
[0062] [FIG. 12] A schematic view showing molecular
arrangements periodic of 4H-SiC single crystal and 6H-SiC.
[0063] [FIG. 13] An example of an electron-microscope
magnified photograph of a surface of a terrace in which a step

corresponding to full unit of a SiC molecular arrangement
periodic is formed through a vapor annealing process performed on a (0001) Si face of a single crystal SiC substrate.
[0064] [FIG. 14] A diagram showing, on an enlarged scale,
a standard sample that adopts a Si substrate of the conventional technique.
[0065] (a) A diagram showing, on an enlarged scale, a surface of a standard sample that adopts a Si substrate.
[0066] (b) A schematic cross-sectional view of the standard
sample that adopts the Si substrate.
[0067] [FIG. 15] A diagram showing, on an enlarged scale,
a nanometer standard prototype that adopts a single crystal
SiC substrate.
[0068] (a) A diagram showing, on an enlarged scale, a surface of a standard sample that adopts a single crystal SiC
substrate.
[0069] (b) A cross-section view showing, on an enlarged
scale, the standard sample that adopts the single crystal SiC
substrate.
[0070] (c) A schematic cross-sectional view of steps and
terraces of the standard sample that adopts the single crystal
SiC substrate.
[0071] [FIG. 16] A conceptual diagram showing a process
for manufacturing a standard sample for calibration of an
STM.
[0072] (a) A schematic cross-sectional view of a substrate
in which a surface of a single crystal SiC substrate is mechanically polished to have a predetermined off angle.
[0073] (b) A schematic cross-sectional view in which the
surface of the substrate is planarized to a molecular level by
vapor etching.
[0074] (c) A schematic cross-sectional view showing a
step-terrace structure that is formed in conformity with the off
angle of the surface of the substrate.
[0075] [FIG. 17] A schematic plan view conceptually
showing a (v'3xv'3)-30° pattern or a (6v'3x6v'3)-30° pattern
of a SiC crystal lattice.
[0076] [FIG. 18] A schematic cross-sectional view showing
step-terrace structures that are formed in both a Si-surface and
a C-surface of a substrate.
EMBODIMENT FOR CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION
[0077] Next, an embodiment of the present invention will
be described with reference to the drawings.
[0078] The measurement principles of an atomic force
microscope (AFM; measuring instrument) and a scanning
tunneling microscope (STM; measuring instrument) will be
described. Firstly, the measurement principle of an AFM will
be described with reference to FIG. 1. FIG. 1 is an explanatory
diagram showing outline of the measurement principle of an
AFM.
[0079] TheAFM is an apparatus that detects the shape of a
surface of a sample 10 based on an atomic force between a
cantilever 92 (probe) and a detection object that is the sample
10, as shown in FIG. 1. In more detail, the cantilever 92
includes a reflecting surface 92a that is able to reflect light. A
laser generator 91 provided in the AFM emits a laser beam to
the reflecting surface 92a. The laser beam reflected by the
reflecting surface 92a is measured by a four-split photodiode
93. Photovoltaic power occurring in each region of the photodiode 93 is amplified by an amplifier 94, and transmitted to
a proper signal processing apparatus.
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[0080] In this configuration, when the cantilever 92
approaches the sample 10, an atomic force between the cantilever 92 and the sample 10 attracts the cantilever 92 to the
sample 10, to deform the cantilever 92. The deformation
changes the direction in which the laser beam reflected by the
reflecting surface 92a travels, which causes a difference in the
photovoltaic power among the regions of the photodiode 93.
The cantilever 92 is moved on the surface of the sample 10
while being moved up and down so as to eliminate this difference in the photovoltaic power (so as to make constant the
amount of deformation of the cantilever 92). The shape of the
surface of the sample 10 can be detected based on a position
on the sample 10 at which the cantilever 92 is moved up and
down and the amount of the movement.
[0081] Next, a brief description will be given of the measurement principle of an STM with reference to FIG. 2. FIG.
2 is an explanatory diagram showing outline of the measurement principle of an STM. The STM is an apparatus that
detects the shape of a surface of a sample by using a tunneling
current occurring between a probe and the sample. Therefore,
the STM is able to measure only a sample having conductive
properties.
[0082] As shown in FIG. 2, the STM includes, in its main
configuration, a scanning unit 95, a current amplification unit
96, a control unit 97, and a display unit 98.
[0083] The control unit 97 applies a voltage to the scanning
unit 95. A piezoelectric effect exerted by the voltage applied
from the control unit 97 enables the scanning unit 95 to move
in a direction toward the sample 10 and a direction (height
direction) away from the sample 10. The scanning unit 95 can
be moved in a direction along a surface of the sample 10 by a
proper driving part. A probe 95a is provided at the distal end
of the scanning unit 95. The probe 95a is brought closer to the
sample 10 to the atomic level, which causes a tunneling
current to flow between the probe 95a and the sample 10. The
tunneling current is amplified by the current amplification
unit 96, and then inputted to the control unit 97.
[0084] The control unit 97 is able to control the position of
the scanning unit 95 with respect to the height direction by
changing the voltage applied to the scanning unit 95. It is
known that the value of the tunneling current increases as the
probe 95a gets closer to the sample 10. Therefore, the control
unit 97 is able to detect the shape of the surface of the sample
10 based on the relationship between the voltage applied to
the scanning unit 95 and the magnitude of the tunneling
current. More specifically, the control unit 97 detects the
shape of the surface of the sample 10 through either of the
following two methods.
[0085] One of the methods is a method in which the level of
the probe 95a is kept constant as shown in FIG. 3(a). In this
method, the flowing tunneling current changes in accordance
with unevenness of the sample 10. The control unit 97 is able
to detect the shape of the surface of the sample 10 based on a
change in the tunneling current.
[0086] The other of the methods is a method in which the
flowing tunneling current is kept constant as shown in FIG.
3(b). In this method, the control unit 97 adjusts the voltage
applied to the scanning unit 95 so as to keep the flowing
tunneling current constant. The control unit 97 is able to
detect the shape of the surface of the sample 10 based on the
voltage applied to the scanning unit 95.
[0087] In a case of measurement using the STM, the measurement is generally performed under a state where an atmosphere around the sample 10 is vacuumed. Performing the
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measurement in a vacuum enables measurement of a surface
of the sample itself because the sample 10 cannot react with
any gas molecule. Particularly, the sample 10 is easy to react
with a gas molecule in a high temperature atmosphere, and
therefore the surface of the sample 10 cannot be appropriately
measured unless an atmosphere around the sample 10 is vacuumed.
[0088] In the AFM and the STM, calibration is sometimes
performed every fixed time period in order that the shape of
the surface of the sample can be detected accurately. The
calibration is performed with use of a standard sample in
which steps having a predetermined height are formed, as
shown in FIGS. 14 and 15.
[0089] In an operation of the calibration, a position where a
step of the standard sample is formed is firstly recognized,
and then a surface of a terrace thereof is measured by using the
AFM or the STM. Then, image processing is performed so as
to level the surface of the terrace measured. Since terraces are
normally parallel to one another, leveling a surface of one
terrace enables measurement to be performed under a state
where surfaces of all terraces are leveled. Then, a terrace
adjacent to the measured terrace is measured. At this time, the
calibration can be made by setting the AFM or the STM such
that the height measured based on this AFM or the STM is
coincident with the standard length of the standard sample (in
a case of a silicon step substrate, 0.31 rim). It may be possible
to further measure standard samples having different standard
lengths and thereby examine linear characteristics of the
AFM or the STM relative to measured values.
[0090] Next, a high-temperature vacuum furnace 11 and a
crucible (container) 2 used in manufacturing of a standard
sample (nanometer standard prototype) for calibration of the
AFM or the STM will be described with reference to FIGS. 4
to 7. FIG. 4 is a schematic view showing a high-temperature
vacuum furnace for use in a heat treatment for manufacturing
a standard sample. FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view showing
details of a main heating chamber and a preheating chamber
of the high-temperature vacuum furnace. FIG. 6(a) is a photograph of an external appearance of the crucible 2 as photographed from the upper side thereof. FIG. 6(b) is a microscope photograph of a cross-section of the crucible 2. FIG. 7
is a schematic view for explanation of a carbon getter effect.
[0091] As shown in FIGS. 4 and 5, the high-temperature
vacuum furnace 11 includes a main heating chamber 21 and a
preheating chamber 22. The main heating chamber 21
enables a processing object to be heated to a temperature of
1000° C. or more and 2300° C. or less. The preheating chamber 22 enables a processing object to be preheated to a temperature of 500° C. or more. The preheating chamber 22 is
arranged below the main heating chamber 21, and adjacent to
the main heating chamber 21 with respect to the vertical
direction. The high-temperature vacuum furnace 11 includes
a heat insulating chamber 23 arranged below the preheating
chamber 22. The heat insulating chamber 23 is adjacent to the
preheating chamber 22 with respect to the vertical direction.
[0092] The high-temperature vacuum furnace 11 includes a
vacuum chamber 19. The main heating chamber 21 and the
preheating chamber 22 are arranged inside the vacuum chamber 19. A turbo-molecular pump 34 serving as a vacuumproducing apparatus is connected to the vacuum chamber 19,
so that a vacuum of, for example, 10-2 Pa or less, and desirably 10-' Pa or less, can be produced inside the vacuum
chamber 19. A gate valve 25 is interposed between the turbo-
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molecular pump 34 and the vacuum chamber 19. A rotary
pump 26 for auxiliary use is connected to the turbo-molecular
pump 34.
[0093] The high-temperature vacuum furnace 11 includes a
moving mechanism 27 that is configured to vertically move a
processing object at a location between the preheating chamber 22 and the main heating chamber 21. The moving mechanism 27 includes a support member 28 and a cylinder part 29.
The support member 28 is configured to support a processing
object. The cylinder part 29 is configured to move the support
member 28 in the vertical direction. The cylinder part 29
includes a cylinder rod 30. One end of the cylinder rod 30 is
coupled to the support member 28. A vacuum meter 31 for
measuring the degree of vacuum and a mass spectrometry
apparatus 32 for performing mass spectrometry are provided
in the high-temperature vacuum furnace 11.
[0094] The vacuum chamber 19 is connected via a transport
path 65 to a stock storage (not shown) for storing processing
objects. The transport path 65 can be opened and closed by a
gate valve 66.
[0095] The main heating chamber 21, whose cross-section
has a regular hexagonal shape in a plan view, is arranged in an
upper portion of an internal space of the vacuum chamber 19.
As shown in FIG. 5, a mesh heater 33 serving as a heating
apparatus is provided in the main heating chamber 21. A first
multi-layer heat reflection metal plate 41 is fixed to a sidewall
and a ceiling of the main heating chamber 21. The first multilayer heat reflection metal plate 41 is configured to reflect heat
of the mesh heater 33 toward a central area of the main heating
chamber 21.
[0096] As a result, a layout in which the mesh heater 33
surrounds a processing object which is an object of a heat
treatment and the multi-layer heat reflection metal plate 41 is
arranged further outside the mesh heater 33 is achieved within
the main heating chamber 21. This enables the processing
object to be strongly and uniformly heated, and its temperature to be raised up to 1000° C. or more and 2300° C. or less.
[0097] The ceiling side of the main heating chamber 21 is
closed by the first multi-layer heat reflection metal plate 41.
The first multi-layer heat reflection metal plate 41 arranged
on a bottom surface of the main heating chamber 21 has a
through hole 55. The processing object is movable through
the through hole 55 between the main heating chamber 21 and
the preheating chamber 22 arranged below and adjacent to the
main heating chamber 21.
[0098] A portion of the support member 28 of the moving
mechanism 27 is received in the through hole 55. The support
member 28 includes a second multi-layer heat reflection
metal plate 42, a third multi-layer heat reflection metal plate
43, and a fourth multi-layer heat reflection metal plate 44,
which are arranged in this order from the upper side and
which are spaced apart from one another.
[0099] The three multi-layer heat reflection metal plates 42
to 44, all of which are provided horizontally, are coupled to
one another by column portions 35 that is provided vertically.
A tray 36 is arranged in a space formed between the second
multi-layer heat reflection metal plate 42 and the third multilayer heat reflection metal plate 43. The processing object can
be placed on the tray 36. In this embodiment, the tray 36 is
made of tantalum carbide.
[0100] A flange is formed in an end portion of the cylinder
rod 30 of the cylinder part 29. The flange is fixed to a lower
surface of the fourth multi-layer heat reflection metal plate
44. In this configuration, extension and contraction of the
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cylinder part 29 enable the processing object placed on the
tray 36 to vertically move together with the three multi-layer
heat reflection metal plates 42 to 44.
[0101] The preheating chamber 22 is formed by a multilayer heat reflection metal plate 46 enclosing a space existing
below the main heating chamber 21. The preheating chamber
22 has a circular cross-section in a plan view. A heating
element such as the mesh heater 33 is not provided in the
preheating chamber 22.
[0102] As shown in FIG. 5, the multi-layer heat reflection
metal plate 46 arranged on a bottom surface of the preheating
chamber 22 has a through hole 56. The multi-layer heat
reflection metal plate 46 that defines a sidewall of the preheating chamber 22 has a passage hole 50. The passage hole
50 is formed at a location opposed to the transport path 65.
The high-temperature vacuum furnace 11 further includes an
open/close member 51 that is configured to close the passage
hole 50.
[0103] The heat insulating chamber 23 arranged below and
adjacent to the preheating chamber 22 has its upper portion
defined by the multi-layer heat reflection metal plate 46 and
its lower and side portions defined by a multi-layer heat
reflection metal plate 47. The multi-layer heat reflection
metal plate 47 that covers the lower side of the heat insulating
chamber 23 has a through hole 57, through which the cylinder
rod 30 can be received.
[0104] The multi-layer heat reflection metal plate 47 has a
storage recess 58. The storage recess 58 is formed at a position corresponding to an upper end portion of the through hole
57. The storage recess 58 is configured to store the fourth
multi-layer heat reflection metal plate 44 of the support member 28.
[0105] Any of the multi-layer heat reflection metal plates
41 to 44, 46, 47 is structured such that metal plates (made of
tungsten) are stacked with predetermined intervals therebetween. A multi-layer heat reflection metal plate having the
same configuration is also adopted as a portion of the open/
close member 51 that closes the passage hole 50.
[0106] Any material is adoptable for the multi-layer heat
reflection metal plates 41 to 44, 46, 47, as long as the material
has sufficient heating characteristics relative to thermal radiation of the mesh heater 33 and the melting point of the material is higher than the ambient temperature. For example, not
only the tungsten, but also a metal material having a high
melting point, such as tantalum, niobium, and molybdenum,
is adoptable for the multi-layer heat reflection metal plates 41
to 44, 46, 47. Alternatively, a carbide such as tungsten carbide, zirconium carbide, tantalum carbide, hafnium carbide,
and molybdenum carbide is adoptable for the multi-layer heat
reflection metal plates 41 to 44, 46, 47. It may be also acceptable that an infrared reflective coating made of gold, tungsten
carbide, or the like, is further formed on reflecting surfaces of
the multi-layer heat reflection metal plates 41 to 44, 46, 47.
[0107] Each of the multi-layer heat reflection metal plates
42 to 44 provided in the support member 28 includes tungsten
plates each having a perforated metal structure in which many
small through holes are formed. The tungsten plates are
stacked with predetermined interval therebetween and with
the positions of the through holes being misaligned from one
another.
[0108] The number of the second multi-layer heat reflection metal plates 42 stacked in the uppermost layer of the
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support member 28 is less than the number of the first multilayer heat reflection metal plates 41 stacked in the main
heating chamber 21.
[0109] In this configuration, a processing object (for
example, a SiC substrate) is received in a proper casing for
prevention of contamination of the inside of the vacuum
chamber 19. The casing may be the crucible 2 which will be
described later, or may be another casing. In this condition,
the processing object is introduced into the vacuum chamber
19 through the transport path 65, and placed on the tray 36
arranged in the preheating chamber 22. In this condition, the
mesh heater 33 is driven, so that the main heating chamber 21
is heated to a predetermined temperature of 1000° C. or more
and 2300° C. or less (for example, about 1900° C.). At this
time, by driving the turbo-molecular pump 34, the pressure in
the vacuum chamber 19 is adjusted to 10-3 Pa or less, and
preferably 10-s Pa or less.
[0110] As mentioned above, the number of the second
multi-layer heat reflection metal plates 42 stacked in the
support member 28 is less than the number of the first multilayer heat reflection metal plates 41 stacked. Therefore, part
of the heat generated by the mesh heater 33 can be moderately
supplied (distributed) to the preheating chamber 22 via the
second multi-layer heat reflection metal plates 42 so that the
processing object placed in the preheating chamber 22 is
preheated to a predetermined temperature of 500° C. or more
(for example, 800° C.). Thus, preheating is achieved even
though no heater is provided in the preheating chamber 22,
and a simple structure of the preheating chamber 22 is
achieved.
[0111] After the above-mentioned preheating treatment is
performed for a predetermined time period, the cylinder part
29 is driven to move up the support member 28. As a result,
the processing object passes through the through hole 55 from
the lower side thereof, and moves into the main heating chamber 21. This allows the heat treatment to be started immediately, and the temperature of the processing object placed in
the main heating chamber 21 can be rapidly raised to a predetermined temperature (about 1900° C.).
[0112] Next, the crucible (container) 2 will be described.
As shown in FIG. 6(a), the crucible 2 is a fitted casing including an upper casing 2a and a lower casing 2b that are fittable
to each other. The crucible 2 is configured to exert a carbon
getter effect, which will be described later, in a case of performing a high temperature treatment. More specifically, the
crucible 2 is made of tantalum metal, and includes a tantalum
carbide layer that is exposed to an internal space of the crucible 2. Silicon pellets (not shown) serving as a silicon supply
source is received in the crucible 2. This enables the crucible
2 to successfully exert a carbon getter function, and a highpurity silicon atmosphere can be kept in the internal space of
the crucible 2.
[0113] In more detail, as shown in FIG. 6(b), the crucible 2
includes a TaC layer formed in a most superficial layer, a Ta2C
layer formed inner than the TaC layer, and tantalum metal,
which serves as a base material, arranged further inner than
the Ta2C layer. Since the state of bonding between tantalum
and carbon exhibits a temperature dependency, the crucible 2
is configured such that TaC having a high carbon concentration is arranged in a most superficial portion, Ta2C having a
relatively less carbon concentration is arranged inside, and
tantalum metal serving as the base material, whose carbon
concentration is zero, is arranged further inside Ta2C.

[0114] To perform a heat treatment on the crucible 2, as
indicated by a chain line in FIG. 5, the crucible 2 is placed in
the preheating chamber 22 of the high-temperature vacuum
furnace 11 and preheated at a proper temperature (for
example, about 800° C.). Then, by driving the cylinder part
29, the crucible 2 placed in the preheating chamber 22 is
moved into the main heating chamber 21 in which the temperature has been preliminarily raised to a set temperature
(for example, about 1900°C.). Then, the temperature is raised
rapidly.
[0115] It is preferable that, during the heating performed in
the main heating chamber 21, the atmosphere in the crucible
2 is kept at about 1 Pa or less. It is preferable that the upper
casing 2a and the lower casing 2b are fitted to each other with
an allowance of about 3 mm or less left in a fitted portion. This
achieves substantially hermetic sealing, and enables the pressure of silicon within the crucible 2 to increase to pressure
higher than the external pressure (the pressure within the
main heating chamber 21) during the heat treatment performed in the main heating chamber 21. Thereby, entry of
impurities into the crucible 2 through the fitted portion.
[0116] Due to this temperature rise, the internal space of the
crucible 2 is kept at a silicon vapor pressure. As mentioned
above, the crucible 2 has its surface covered with the tantalum
carbide layer, and the tantalum carbide layer (TaC layer) is
exposed to the internal space of the crucible 2. Accordingly,
as long as the high temperature treatment is performed in a
vacuum as described above, the crucible 2 exerts a function
for continuous adsorption and intake of carbon atoms from a
surface of the tantalum carbide layer, as shown in FIG. 7. In
this sense, it can be said that the crucible 2 of thi s embodiment
has a carbon atom adsorption ion pump function (ion getter
function). Thus, in silicon vapor and silicon carbide vapor
contained in the atmosphere within the crucible 2 during the
heat treatment, only carbon is selectively adsorbed and stored
in the crucible 2. This can keep a high purity silicon atmosphere within the crucible 2.
[0117] In this embodiment, the high-temperature vacuum
furnace 11 and the crucible 2 having the above-described
configurations are used to manufacture a standard sample 72
from a SiC substrate 70. In the following description, a heat
treatment using the above-described high-temperature
vacuum furnace 11 will be referred to simply as, for example,
a heat treatment.
[0118] Next, a method for manufacturing a standard sample
will be described. Characteristics required of a standard
sample are different depending on an atmosphere in which
calibration is performed, a measuring instrument that is an
object to be calibrated, and the like. In the following, a standard sample 72 for calibration of a measuring instrument
(such as anAFM) to be measured and calibrated in the atmosphere will be firstly described, and a standard sample 102 for
calibration of a measuring instrument (such as an STM) to be
measured and calibrated in a high-temperature vacuum will
be then described.
[0119] A method for manufacturing the standard sample 72
will be described with reference to FIGS. 8 and 9. FIG. 8 is a
conceptual diagram showing a process for manufacturing a
nanometer standard prototype for calibration of an AFM.
FIG. 9 is a schematic view showing a situation where the SiC
substrate 70 obtained after mechanical polishing is received
in the crucible 2.
[0120] In this embodiment, the SiC substrate 70 having a
predetermined off angle is used to manufacture the standard
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sample 72. To obtain the SiC substrate 70 of this type, one
having the predetermined off angle may be purchased off the
shelf, or alternatively a SiC substrate whose surface has ajust
plane may be polished. A surface on which the off angle is
formed may be a (0001) Si face or a (000-1) C face.
[0121] Even in a substrate surface having a predetermined
off angle, if mechanical polishing or the like has been performed on the surface, the surface of the SiC substrate 70
macroscopically appears to be flat. Microscopically, however, there is unevenness as schematically shown in FIG. 8(a).
To allow the use of the SiC substrate 70 as a standard sample,
a planarization process for planarizing the unevenness to the
molecular level is necessary.
[0122] The planarization process is performed by heating
the SiC substrate 70 at a high temperature under Si vapor
pressure by using the high-temperature vacuum furnace 11
described in FIG. 4. This heat treatment is preferably performed in a temperature range of 1500° C. or more 2300° C.
or less. This heat treatment is preferably performed in a state
where the SiC substrate 70 is received in the crucible 2 as
shown in FIG. 9.
[0123] A specific description will be given of the heat treatment for planarization. The heat treatment includes a preheating step and a main heating step. In the preheating step, the
crucible 2 having the SiC substrate 70 received therein is
heated in the preheating chamber 22 at a temperature of 800°
C. or more. In the main heating step, the crucible 2 is moved
from the preheating chamber to the main heating chamber 21
that has been preliminarily heated at a predetermined temperature. In this condition, the SiC substrate 70 is heated at a
temperature of 1500° C. or more 2300° C. or less for a
predetermined time period (for example, 10 minutes). Preliminarily preheating the crucible 2 having the SiC substrate
70 received therein and moving the SiC substrate 70 from the
preheating chamber 22 to the main heating chamber 21 in the
above-described manner enables a rapid temperature rise in
the SiC substrate 70 when performing the heat treatment.
[0124] Through this treatment, a surface part of the SiC
substrate 70, in which unevenness has been formed due to the
mechanical polishing, is vapor-etched and planarized to the
molecular level as shown in FIG. 8(b). Thus, the SiC substrate
71 having a step-terrace structure can be generated. That is, as
a result of heating at a high temperature under Si vapor
pressure, SiC in the surface of the SiC substrate 70 changes
into Si2C or SiC2 and sublimes, so that the surface is planarized. A heating temperature at this time is preferably
1500° C. or more 2300° C. or less, as mentioned above. The
SiC substrate 71 planarized to the molecular level is further
subjected to a heat treatment under Si vapor pressure in a
gaseous atmosphere at 1800°C. or more and 2000° C. or less.
Thereby, steps having a uniform terrace width are obtained as
shown in FIG. 8(c). Through the process thus far described,
the standard sample 72 is manufactured.
[0125] The value of the terrace width formed at this time is
determined by the height of the step (which can be selected
based on the temperature, the type of the SiC substrate 70, and
the like, as will be described later) and the off angle of the SiC
substrate 70. For example, when the off angle is increased or
the height of the step is lowered, a formed terrace has a
smaller terrace width. On the other hand, when the off angle
is reduced or the height of the step is raised, a formed terrace
has a greater terrace width.
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[0126] Next, the relationship between the heating temperature and the planarization will be described with reference to
FIGS. 10 to 13.
[0127] FIG. 10 is a graph showing the relationship between
a vapor annealing processing temperature under Si vapor
pressure and the average surface roughness. The graph of
FIG. 10 shows, with respect to single crystal SiC (4H-SiC),
the relationship of the average roughness (nm) relative to the
temperature (annealing temperature) of the heat treatment on
a (0001) Si face and the relationship of the average roughness
(nm) relative to the temperature of the heat treatment on a
(000-1) C face. As shown in the graph of FIG. 10, performing
the heat treatment at a high temperature of 1500° C. or more
results in the average roughness equal to or less than 1.0 nm.
This reveals that, in a high temperature environment, planarization of the surface of the SiC substrate 70 progresses
efficiently.
[0128] FIG. 11 is a graph showing the relationship between
a vapor annealing processing temperature under Si vapor
pressure and the height of a step formed in the surface. In FIG.
11, (a) is a microscope photograph of the surface of the
standard sample 72 terminated at a full-unit height. In FIG.
11, (b) is a microscope photograph of the surface of the
standard sample 72 terminated at a half-unit height. As shown
in the graph of FIG. 11, the termination of the step at the
full-unit height and the half-unit height is advanced in a high
temperature region.
[0129] Here, the half-unit height and the full-unit height
will be described with reference to FIG. 12. FIG. 12 is a
schematic view for explanation of molecular arrangements
periodic of 4H-SiC single crystal and 6H-SiC. The terminology "full-unit height" means the height corresponding to one
periodic of a stack of SiC single molecular layers including Si
and C with respect to a stack direction, as shown in FIG. 12.
Therefore, in a case of 4H-SiC, a step having the full-unit
height means a step having a height of 1.01 nm. The terminology "half-unit height" means the height corresponding to
half the one periodic with respect to the stack direction.
Therefore, in a case of 4H-SiC, a step having the half-unit
height means a step having a height of 0.50 nm. In a case of
6H-SiC, a step having the full-unit height means a step having
a height of 1.51 nm, and a step having the half-unit height
means a step having a height of 0.76 nm.
[0130] FIG. 13 is an SEM photograph showing a surface
obtained in a case where a step with the height corresponding
to one periodic in the C-axis direction is formed in a (0001) Si
face of a SiC layer. In FIG. 13, a portion (curved line) where
the step is formed is thin. This shows that each of the formed
steps is raised sharply. Additionally, no unevenness is
observed in each terrace, it can be found that the planarization
has been performed accurately.
[0131] As seen from the experimental results (graphs and
photographs) given above, heating under Si vapor pressure at
a high temperature for a predetermined time period enables
planarization to the molecular level (the full-unit height or the
half-unit height), which would be very difficult to achieve by
mechanical polishing or etching.
[0132] Next, the standard sample 72 manufactured through
the manufacturing method of this embodiment and a standard
sample 81 manufactured through a conventional method are
compared with each other with reference to FIGS. 14 and 15.
[0133] FIG. 14(a) is a diagram showing the shape of a
surface of the conventional standard sample 81 that adopts a
Si substrate. FIG. 14(b) is a schematic cross-sectional view of
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the conventional standard sample 81 that adopts the Si substrate. FIG. 15(a) is a diagram showing the shape of the
surface of the standard sample 72 of this embodiment. FIG.
15(b) is a diagram showing a cross-section shape of the step
of the standard sample 72 of this embodiment. FIG. 15(c) is a
schematic cross-sectional view of the standard sample 72 of
this embodiment.
[0134] Firstly, a brief description will be given of the conventional standard sample 81. The standard sample 81 is a
silicon step substrate, which is manufactured through the
method described as the conventional technique in the above.
The height of a step formed in the standard sample 81 is the
height corresponding to two silicon atomic layers, which is
0.31 nm.
[0135] Actually, however, unevenness is generated in the
terrace because of, for example, oxidation of a silicon surface.
Therefore, the terrace width is non-uniform as shown in FIG.
14(a), and the height of the step cannot achieve a high accuracy of 0.31 nm. Furthermore, the accuracy of the shape of the
step gradually decreases due to oxidation of silicon which is
caused over time by reaction of silicon with oxygen in the
atmosphere.
[0136] Next, the standard sample 72 of this embodiment
will be described. In the standard sample 72 shown in FIG. 15,
steps having the half-unit height are formed in a 4H-SiC
substrate 70 having an off angle of one degree.
[0137] As shown in FIG. 15(b), the terrace formed in the
standard sample 72 is flat. Moreover, the surface of the step
formed in the standard sample 72 is not roughened even when
time elapses. In addition, since SiC has a higher melting point
than that of Si, the standard sample 72 of this embodiment can
be used for calibration or the like even in a high temperature
environment, in which the conventional standard sample 81
could not be used.
[0138] The widths of the terraces formed in the standard
sample 72 are uniform as shown in FIG. 15(a). Since calibration of an AFM is performed by using the height of the step
formed in the standard sample 72, 81, the degree of uniformity of the width of the terrace has no direct influence on the
accuracy of the calibration of the AFM. However, if a portion
having a narrow terrace width is formed, fine unevenness of
the terrace surface has a relatively increased influence in this
portion, which is not preferable from the viewpoint of stable
calibration of theAFM. In this respect, the standard sample 72
of this embodiment has a uniform terrace width. This enables
calibration to be performed with a good accuracy wherever in
the standard sample 72 the calibration is performed.
[0139] A standard sample manufactured from the single
crystal sapphire substrate disclosed in the Patent Documents
2 and 3 is less likely to react with the atmosphere. In this point,
the standard sample can be considered to be equivalent to the
standard sample 72 of this embodiment. However, as shown
in the drawings of the Patent Document 2, the standard
sample manufactured from the single crystal sapphire substrate has a non-uniform terrace width, and moreover the
flatness of the step is inferior to that of the standard sample 72
according to the invention of the present application.
[0140] As described above, the manufacturing method of
this embodiment allows the height of the formed step to be
selected from four kinds by changing the temperature, or the
like. As a result, four different standard lengths can be provided for calibration. Any of the four standard lengths thus
obtained has a very high accuracy. This can considerably
improve the accuracy of measurement of the AFM which
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normally has a size of about 0.1 nm. Performing the calibration by using at least two of the standard lengths enables
linear characteristics of an evaluation apparatus relative to
measured values to be examined in the order of nanometers or
less.
[0141] As thus far described above, the standard sample 72
which is a nanometer standard prototype has a standard
length that serves as a length reference. The standard sample
72 includes a SiC layer having a step-terrace structure. The
height of the step is equal to the height of the full unit that
corresponds to one periodic of SiC molecules in the stack
direction or to the height of the half unit that corresponds to
one-half periodic of SiC molecules in the stack direction. The
height of the step is used as the standard length.
[0142] Since SiC is used as a material, the standard sample
72 having an excellent heat resistance is achieved. Besides,
since SiC is less likely to react with a substance contained in
the atmosphere, such as oxygen, the standard sample 72 that
is able to maintain the accuracy of the height of the step for a
long time is achieved.
[0143] Next, a method for manufacturing a standard sample
for calibration of an STM will be described with reference to
FIGS. 16 and 17. FIG. 16 is a conceptual diagram showing a
process for manufacturing a nanometer standard prototype
for calibration of an STM. FIG. 17 is a schematic plan view
conceptually showing a (v'2xv'3)-30° pattern or a
(6v'3x6v'3)-30° pattern of a SiC crystal lattice.
[0144] As mentioned above, measurement and calibration
of the STM are often performed at a high temperature and in
a vacuum. Therefore, a standard sample usable in such an
environment is demanded. In the following, a standard
sample for calibration of an STM is denoted by the reference
numeral 102, and a method for manufacturing the standard
sample 102 will be described.
[0145] As mentioned above, in a case of calibration using
an STM, the standard sample 102 needs to have conductive
properties. To manufacture the standard sample 102 for calibration of an STM, a SiC substrate 100 having conductive
properties is adopted. Although it is preferable that the SiC
substrate 100 is given a resistivity of 0.3 Qcm or less by
doping of impurities such as nitrogen, a higher or lower
resistivity is acceptable. The conductive properties may be
given by doping impurities having conductive properties
other than nitrogen.
[0146] In a case of making the standard sample 102 for
calibration of an STM, similarly to the standard sample 72 for
AFM calibration, an off angle is provided to a substrate and
mechanical polishing is performed. In a case of making the
standard sample 72 for calibration of an AFM, the off angle
may be provided to either of a (0001) Si face surface and a
(000-1) C face surface. On the other hand, in a case of making
the standard sample 102 for calibration of an STM, the off
angle is provided to a (0001) Si face (see FIG. 16(a)). This is
because forming a step in a Si-surface makes it easier to
remove a natural oxide film formed on a surface of the substrate so that a stable surface reconstruction is obtained.
[0147] Then, in the same manner as described above, a
planarization process is performed on the SiC substrate 100
having the off angle. In the planarization process, similarly to
the case of manufacturing the standard sample 72, the SiC
substrate 100 is received in the crucible 2 and the SiC substrate 100 is heated under Si vapor pressure at a high temperature. This heat treatment is preferably performed in a
temperature range of 1500° C. or more 2300° C. or less. This
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heat treatment may be performed in two stages of the preheating step and the main heating step, in the same manner as
described above.
[0148] Through this heat treatment, a surface part of the
SiC substrate 70 is vapor-etched and planarized to the
molecular level as shown in FIG. 16(b). Thus, a step-terrace
structure is formed. The SiC substrate 101 is further subjected
to a heat treatment under Si vapor pressure at 1800° C. or
more and 2000° C. or less. Thereby, the standard sample 102
in which steps having a uniform terrace width are formed is
obtained as shown in FIG. 16(c).
[0149] Although the standard sample 102 is less likely to
react with a gas molecule, a small amount of natural oxide
film may be formed on the surface of the standard sample 102
if, for example, the standard sample 102 is left in the atmosphere for a long time. This natural oxide film acts as an
insulation coating. Therefore, in the standard sample 102 on
which a natural oxide film is formed, a tunneling current is not
likely to flow. This is way it is preferable that a natural oxide
film formed on the standard sample 102 is easy to remove.
[0150] In this respect, in this embodiment, a (0001) Si face
serves as a surface (a surface having a step-terrace structure)
of the standard sample 102. Raising the temperature in a
vacuum allows a natural oxide film to be removed easily.
[0151] It is preferable that a heat treatment for removing a
natural oxide film is performed at 800° C. or more and 1400°
C. or less in a vacuum furnace provided in an STM. However,
a heating temperature different from the aforementioned one
may be acceptable as long as the heating temperature allows
a natural oxide film formed on the surface of the standard
sample 102 to be removed.
[0152] As a result of this heat treatment, the natural oxide
film is removed. This enables the standard sample 102 to
successfully exert conductive properties. Removal of the
natural oxide film causes a surface reconstruction to occur on
the surface of the standard sample 102.
[0153] In the conventional standard sample, generally,
occurrence of a surface reconstruction deteriorates the flatness of a terrace, which makes the use as a standard sample
impossible. In this respect, this embodiment provides an
ordered pattern of the single crystal SiC molecular arrangement. Accordingly, even when a surface reconstruction
occurs, a deterioration in the surface flatness can be prevented. Hence, the standard sample 102 ofthis embodiment is
able to maintain its function well even under a high-temperature vacuum.
[0154] In the following, a pattern including a SiC crystal
lattice of a surface reconstruction occurring on the standard
sample 102 will be described with reference to FIG. 17.
Removal of a natural oxide film results in a reconstruction of
a single crystal SiC molecular arrangement on the surface
(Si-surface) of the standard sample 102, so that a (v'3xv'3)30° pattern or a (6v'3 x 6v'3)-30° pattern is formed, as shown in
FIG. 17 (see a thick line in FIG. 17).
[0155] Since a surface reconstruction in the standard
sample 102 has a periodical pattern, the flatness of the terrace
does not deteriorate even when the surface reconstruction
occurs. This enables the height of the step to be maintained
correctly even in a vacuum and high-temperature environment. Accordingly, the standard sample 102 is able to calibrate an STM, or the like, that is configured for measurement
in such an environment, with a good accuracy.
[0156] Next, a modification of the above-described
embodiment will be described withreference to FIG. 18. FIG.

18 is a schematic cross-sectional view showing step-terrace
structures that are formed in both a Si-surface and a C-surface
of the substrate.
[0157] In the standard sample 72, 102 of the above-described embodiment, the step-terrace structure is formed in
only one of the Si-surface and the C-surface of the SiC substrate. In a standard sample 110 of this modification, in contrast, the step-terrace structures are formed in both the Sisurface and the C-surface of the SiC substrate.
[0158] The standard sample 110 can be manufactured in the
same manner as in the above-described embodiment. To be
specific, an off angle is provided to both a Si-surface and a
C-surface of a SiC substrate having conductive properties,
and a heat treatment is performed under Si vapor pressure.
Thereby, the standard sample 110 can be manufactured.
[0159] The standard sample 110 is, for example, usable as
a standard sample for calibration of both the AFM and the
STM. As mentioned above, the environment in which the
AFM is measured is under the atmospheric pressure at normal
temperature. Therefore, either of the Si-surface and the C-surface of the standard sample 110 can be used to appropriately
calibrate the AFM. the environment in which the STM is
measured is under a high-temperature vacuum. Therefore,
using the Si-surface of the standard sample 110 allows a
natural oxide film to be removed easily as described above so
that a stable surface reconstruction is obtained. Accordingly,
calibration of the STM can be performed appropriately.
[0160] From the above, using the C-surface of the standard
sample 110 for calibration of the AFM while using the Sisurface thereof for calibration of the STM achieves a multifunction nanometer standard prototype that can be used for
calibration of a plurality of kinds of microscopes.
[0161] Although a preferred embodiment of the present
invention has been described above, the above-described configuration can be modified, for example, as follows.
[0162] The material of the crucible 2 serving as a container
is not limited to tantalum carbide. For example, the crucible 2
may be made of a metal other than tantalum if the metal has a
getter effect exerted on a carbon element, is not high-temperature bonded to a SiC substrate, has a heat resistance
against a temperature of about 2000° C., and is a ultrahigh
vacuum material.
[0163] The above-described embodiment illustrates a standard sample for calibration of an AFM and an STM and a
method for manufacturing the standard sample, the present
invention is applicable to various nanometer standard prototypes and methods for manufacturing them, as long as the
height of a formed step is used as a standard length. For
example, standard samples for calibration of measuring
instruments such as an electron microscope, a light interference microscope, and a laser microscope, may be mentioned.
[0164] In so far as the present invention is applied, needless
to say, the manufacturing method thus far described above
can be partially varied. The temperature condition, the pressure condition, and the like, adopted in the above-described
embodiment are illustrative examples, and they can be
changed as appropriate in accordance with circumstances
such as an apparatus configuration, a required standard
length, and the like.
DESCRIPTION OF THE REFERENCE
NUMERALS
[0165] 2 crucible (container)
[0166] 70 SiC substrate
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[0167] 71 SiC substrate having its surface planarized to
molecular level
[0168] 72 standard sample
[0169] 100 SiC substrate
[0170] 101 SiC substrate having its surface planarized to
molecular level
[0171] 102 standard sample
[0172] 110 standard sample
1. A nanometer standard prototype having a standard
length that serves as a length reference,
the nanometer standard prototype comprising a substrate
that includes a single crystal SiC layer in which a stepterrace structure is formed,
the height of a step formed in the SiC layer being equal to
the height of a full unit that corresponds to one periodic
of a stack of single crystal SiC molecules in a stack
direction or equal to the height of a half unit that corresponds to one-half periodic of the stack of single crystal
SiC molecules in the stack direction,
the height of the step being used as the standard length.
2. The nanometer standard prototype according to claim 1,
wherein
an off angle is provided on a (0001) Si face or a (000-1) C
face of the SiC layer of 4H or 6H polytype,
a heat treatment is performed on the substrate under Si
vapor pressure in a temperature range of 1500° C. or
more 2300° C. or less, to cause a surface of the substrate
to be vapor-etched and planarized to a molecular level
and to form a step corresponding to one periodic or
one-half periodic of a single crystal SiC molecular
arrangement so that a step-terrace structure that is in
conformity with the off angle is formed in the surface of
the substrate.
3. The nanometer standard prototype according to claim 2,
wherein
the heat treatment for the formation of the step-terrace
structure is performed in a container made of tantalum
metal and including a tantalum carbide layer that is
exposed in an internal space of the container.
4. The nanometer standard prototype according to claim 1,
wherein
the SiC layer is made of 4H-SiC single crystal or 6H-SiC
single crystal.
5. The nanometer standard prototype according to claim 1,
wherein
adjusting an off angle of a surface in which the step-terrace
structure is formed allows formation of a terrace having
any terrace width.
6. The nanometer standard prototype according to claim 1,
wherein
a surface of the substrate is a (0001) Si face of the SiC layer
of 4H or 6H polytype,
a heat treatment is performed on the substrate under Si
vapor pressure in a temperature range of 1500° C. or
more 2300° C. or less, to cause the surface of the substrate to be vapor-etched and planarized to a molecular
level and to form a step-terrace structure in the surface of
the substrate, each terrace having a surface configuration
in which a (v'3xv'3)-30° pattern or a (6v'3x6v'3)-30°
pattern including a single crystal SiC molecular arrangement structure is formed.
7. The nanometer standard prototype according to claim 6,
wherein

even when the substrate is maintained in the atmosphere so
that a natural oxide film is formed on a surface of the SiC
layer, heating the substrate in a vacuum state in a temperature range of 800° C. or more and 1400° C. or less
causes the natural oxide film to be removed from the
surface of the SiC layer and causes a reconstruction of
the single crystal SiC molecular arrangement formed on
the surface of the SiC layer to occur so that a (v'3xv'3)30° pattern or a (6v'3x6v'3)-30° pattern is formed.
8. The nanometer standard prototype according to claim 7,
wherein
a predetermined off angle is provided on the (0001) Si face
that is the surface of the substrate before planarization of
the SiC layer, so that a step-terrace structure is formed in
the surface of the substrate at a time of planarization of
the SiC layer.
9. The nanometer standard prototype according to claim 6,
wherein
the substrate is a conductive substrate given a resistivity of
0.3 Qcm or less by doping of an impurity.
10. The nanometer standard prototype according to claim
1, wherein
the step-terrace structure is formed in both a Si-surface and
a C-surface of the substrate.
11. The nanometer standard prototype according to claim
1, wherein
the nanometer standard prototype is used as a standard
sample for calibration of a measuring instrument.
12. A method for manufacturing a nanometer standard
prototype configured such that a step-terrace structure is
formed on a substrate whose surface includes a single crystal
SiC layer, the height of a step is equal to the height of a full
unit that corresponds to one periodic of a stack of single
crystal SiC molecules in a stack direction or equal to the
height of a half unit that corresponds to one-half periodic of
the stack of single crystal SiC molecules in the stack direction, and the height of the step is used as a standard length, the
method comprising:
an off-angle providing step of providing an off angle on a
(0001) Si face or a (000-1) C face of a surface of a
substrate of 4H or 6H polytype; and
a step-terrace structure formation step of forming a stepterrace structure that is in conformity with the off angle
in the surface of the substrate by performing a heat
treatment on the substrate under Si vapor pressure in a
temperature range of 1500° C. or more 2300° C. or less,
to cause the surface of the substrate to be vapor-etched
and planarized to a molecular level and to form a step
corresponding to one periodic or one-half periodic of a
single crystal SiC molecular arrangement.
13. A method for manufacturing a nanometer standard
prototype configured such that a step-terrace structure is
formed on a substrate whose surface includes a single crystal
SiC layer, the height of a step is equal to the height of a full
unit that corresponds to one periodic of a stack of single
crystal SiC molecules in a stack direction or equal to the
height of a half unit that corresponds to one-half periodic of
the stack of single crystal SiC molecules in the stack direction, and the height of the step is used as a standard length, the
method comprising:
an off-angle providing step of providing an off angle on a
(0001) Si face that is the surface of the substrate; and
a surface configuration formation step of performing a heat
treatment on the substrate under Si vapor pressure in a
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temperature range of 1500° C. or more 2300° C. or less,
to cause the surface of the substrate to be vapor-etched
and planarized to a molecular level and to form a step
corresponding to one full unit or half-unit cell height of
a single crystal SiC molecular arrangement so that a
step-terrace structure that is in conformity with the off
angle is formed in the surface of the substrate, and forming, in each terrace, a surface configuration having a
(v'3xv'3)-30° pattern or a (6v'3x6v'3)-30° pattern
including a single crystal SiC molecular arrangement
structure,
wherein, even when the substrate is maintained in the
atmosphere so that a natural oxide film is formed on a
surface of the SiC layer, heating the substrate in a
vacuum state in a temperature range of 800° C. or more
and 1400° C. or less causes the natural oxide film to be
removed from the surface of the SiC layer and causes a
reconstruction of the single crystal SiC molecular
arrangement formed on the surface of the SiC layer to
occur so that a (v'3xv'3)-30° pattern or a (6v'3x6v'3)-30°
pattern is formed.

14. The method for manufacturing the nanometer standard
prototype according to claim 12, wherein
the nanometer standard prototype is used as a standard
sample for calibration of a measuring instrument.
15. The method for manufacturing the nanometer standard
prototype according to claim 13, wherein
the nanometer standard prototype is used as a standard
sample for calibration of a measuring instrument.
16. The nanometer standard prototype according to claim
6, wherein
the step-terrace structure is formed in both a Si-surface and
a C-surface of the substrate.
17. The nanometer standard prototype according to claim
6, wherein
the nanometer standard prototype is used as a standard
sample for calibration of a measuring instrument.

